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Enhancing trappable antiproton populations

through deceleration and frictional cooling

M. Zolotorev, A. Sessler, and G. Penn∗

Center for Beam Physics, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

J.S. Wurtele† and A.E. Charman
Department of Physics, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

(Dated: March 20, 2012)

CERN currently delivers antiprotons for trapping experiments with the Antiproton Decelerator
(AD), which slows the antiprotons down to about 5 MeV. This energy is currently too high for direct
trapping, and thick foils are used to slow down the beam to energies which can be trapped. To
allow further deceleration to ∼ 100 keV, CERN is initiating the construction of ELENA, consisting
of a ring which will combine RF deceleration and electron cooling capabilities. We describe a
simple frictional cooling scheme that can serve to provide significantly improved trapping efficiency,
either directly from the AD or first using a standard deceleration mechanism (induction linac or
RFQ). This scheme could be implemented in a short time. The device itself is short in length,
uses accessible voltages, and at reasonable cost could serve in the interim before ELENA becomes
operational, or possibly in lieu of ELENA for some experiments. Simple theory and simulations
provide a preliminary assessment of the concept and its strengths and limitations, and highlight
important areas for experimental studies, in particular to pin down the level of multiple scattering
for low-energy antiprotons. We show that the frictional cooling scheme can provide a similar energy
spectrum to that of ELENA, but with higher transverse emittances.

PACS numbers: 37.10.Rs, 11.80.La, 34.50.Bw, 14.20.-c

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific demand for low-energy antiprotons continues
to grow for various experimental initiatives, including di-
rect measurements of charge-to-mass ratios and produc-
tion and trapping of antihydrogen, and eventually may
lead to measurements of trapped neutral antimatter to
test directly the weak equivalence principle and CPT in-
variance [1–3].
The primary source of low-energy antiprotons remains

the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) at CERN, but exper-
iments typically suffer from low capture efficiency, be-
cause the antiprotons still exit the AD at average energies
(around 5.3 MeV) far above achievable electrostatic trap
depths. In order to trap the antiprotons, the beam is first
sent through a degrading foil which slows the particles
on average but leads to large particle losses and energy
spread due to straggling effects, so only a small fraction
of the antiproton source can typically be trapped.
To improve trapping efficiencies, the Extra Low EN-

ergy Antiproton (ELENA) upgrade [4, 5] to the AD is
under development, which will use a post-decelerator and
ring-based electron cooling to provide a source of 100 keV
antiprotons while maintaining high phase space density.
Other laboratories are also proposing low-energy antipro-
ton deceleration and cooling rings, such as the Facility for

∗ GEPenn@lbl.gov
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Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.

Antiproton and Ion Research (FLAIR) [6] at GSI, but the
time scale has been pushed back many years due to finan-
cial constraints.
Here we propose a simple scheme for longitudinal slow-

ing and cooling of the antiproton beam delivered by the
AD, utilizing an optional deceleration section, based on
either an induction linac or RF quadrupole (RFQ), fol-
lowed by a degrading foil and finally a frictional cooling
section. The frictional cooling stage consists of a series of
thin carbon foils separated by re-accelerating electrostatic
gradients. Such a scheme would not be quite as effective
as ELENA would be, but is an adequate and available op-
tion for antiproton experiments, at lower costs and with
a smaller footprint. Longitudinal losses should be com-
parable to that of ELENA, but there will be significant
transverse losses even with large solenoidal fields main-
tained for confining the beam.
After providing a brief overview of our cooling concept,

we present preliminary theoretical and numerical results
from a simple equilibrium theory and Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, suggesting that frictional cooling can enhance
the population of trapped antiprotons by a factor of 10
or more. Potentially, almost a factor of 100 improvement
can be achieved if the frictional cooling is augmented by
first decelerating the beam. We conclude with a discus-
sion of advantages and limitations of the scheme, and of
future directions for study.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the proposed frictional cooling system. The diagram is not drawn to scale, but is intended to illustrate
the major components. Cases with and without an additional active deceleration stage between the AD and the degrading foil
are considered. Because the antiproton current is small and therefore the power requirements modest, presumably a resistor
chain could be used to divide a single high voltage source. Final slowing might be achieved either by an oppositely-polarized
DC voltage or, as considered here, a thicker final foil.

II. OVERVIEW OF FRICTIONAL COOLING
FOR ANTIPROTONS

Frictional cooling has been proposed and studied the-
oretically [7, 8] and experimentally [9, 10] in the con-
text of muons. For antiprotons, frictional cooling might
be used to compensate for the large mismatch that ex-
ists between the average kinetic energy of the antiproton
beam exciting the AD and the kinetic energy of particles
that typically can be trapped — several MeV versus a
few keV. To both shift the average energy and compress
the energy spread of the beam, the antiproton beam is
passed through a series of thin damping foils separated
by electrostatic potential differences that partially reac-
celerate the beam, as shown schematically in Figure 1.
Up to kinetic energies of about ∼ 85 keV, energy loss
for antiprotons in the foils increases with increasing en-
ergy, so this design causes particles to converge to an
equilibrium energy, analogous to a terminal velocity for
falling objects in air. Because the particles lose energy
on average in the direction opposite their velocities, but
are re-accelerated only in the longitudinal direction, some
transverse cooling is achieved as well. Transverse angles
reach an equilibrium on the order of a fraction of a ra-
dian, and solenoidal magnetic fields are used to minimize
growth in transverse spot size. As an additional bene-
fit, the frictional cooling foils can actually facilitate the
injection of particles in a magnetic trap; because the cool-
ing foils randomize the transverse motion and nullify the
adiabatic invariance of the antiproton magnetic moment
related to the Larmor orbit, the foils will tend to prevent
losses through the magnetic mirroring effect if the foils

are positioned throughout the region of strong longitudi-
nal magnetic field gradients.

One limitation of frictional cooling is the energy accep-
tance of the scheme. The stopping power through the foils
starts to decrease with kinetic energy above ∼ 85 keV,
and eventually drops below the value at the equilibrium
energy. Typically, this occurs at ∼ 400 keV kinetic en-
ergy. Particles above this energy get accelerated by the
frictional cooling section, and so are not cooled. However,
in practice the number of foils employed will be insuffi-
cient to capture this entire range of energies. This is why
an initial degrading foil [11] must still be used, whose
thickness is comparable to the range of the incident an-
tiprotons at their mean energy, and which will therefore
slow antiprotons to much lower energies. However, if the
incident antiprotons have an energy of ∼ 5 MeV, strag-
gling effects, or fluctuations in the energy loss, will lead
to a broad initial energy distribution with a small frac-
tion in the acceptance range for electrostatic trapping.
The frictional cooling section is then designed to enhance
the number of antiprotons with energies up to a few keV,
which typical cryogenic electrostatic traps are able to con-
fine.

Cooling performance through frictional cooling is fur-
ther limited by straggling, by surface roughness or inho-
mogeneity in the foils, and by the spread of angles in the
beam driven by multiple scattering, which tend to coun-
teract the cooling. Although the cooling effect applies
to transverse angles as well as energy spreads, multiple
scattering will lead to a residual angular spread which ac-
tually worsens at lower energies. To help control the ef-
fects of multiple scattering in the foils, we focus on low-Z
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solid materials, particularly carbon, and the equilibrium
energy of the beam is chosen to be somewhat higher than
the typical acceptance of traps. In order to compensate
for this, the very last foil will be thicker than the others in
order to optimize the trapping efficiency (An additional
option, not utilized here, is to add a decelerating DC
voltage between the cooling section and the trap). The
beam will also suffer some particle losses due to stop-
ping or high-angle scattering in the foils. The number
of foils, their thickness, and the potential differences be-
tween them are chosen to effect the desired cooling us-
ing currently available thin-foil technologies without pro-
hibitive particle losses while keeping the overall length of
device and total voltage drop within reasonable bounds.

III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

Next we review slowing, straggling, and angular scat-
tering effects for antiprotons in thin solid foils, and
infer phenomenological values for various approximate
and parameterized expressions describing these dynam-
ics. These considerations are employed in our equilibrium
predictions and simulations.
Stopping power (in actuality, a force, not a power) is

characterized by the average damping force 〈dE/ds〉, or
loss of kinetic energy E per unit path length s in the
material. At low velocities this is mostly due to inelastic
collisions between the incident particles and target atoms,
resulting in ionization and atomic excitation. The force
is maximized at velocities of around αc, where c is the
vacuum speed of light, and where α = e2/~c ≈ 1/137
is the fine structure constant. The important physics for
frictional cooling occurs at velocities well below αc, where
the energy loss per distance is approximately proportional
to the velocity, so that the incident particles experience
something close to a linear friction force, like viscous drag.
At extremely low velocities (below about 1 keV kinetic
energy for a proton or antiproton), the stopping power
may plateau, as a roughly constant rate of loss due to
elastic scattering off atoms may predominate.
Protons and antiprotons have very similar energy loss

at high energies, but at non-relativistic velocities antipro-
tons experience a somewhat smaller damping force [12–
16] due primarily to differences in material polarization
and exchange effects. This is known as the Barkas effect,
which was first observed for pions but applies generally.
Recently, data on stopping powers for protons and an-

tiprotons traveling through solid foils have been measured
for light, moderate, and heavy elements, namely carbon
(Z = 6), aluminum (Z = 13), nickel (Z = 28), and gold
(Z = 79) [16], and have been shown to be in good agree-
ment with a binary collision theory of Sigmund and Schin-
ner [17–20].
Theories and experiments [16] confirm that at low ve-

locities, stopping power is approximately proportional
to the particle velocity. A plot of the stopping data
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FIG. 2. Measured stopping power for protons (open sym-
bols) and antiprotons (closed symbols) in solid carbon foils,
reproduced from [16]. The lines show predictions of various
theories. The Barkas effect is clearly evident.

in carbon foils is reproduced in Figure 2. Restricting
attention to solid carbon, their least-squares fit yields
〈−dE/ds〉 ∝ β0.96±0.14, and we can somewhat roughly
approximate the stopping power in carbon at low ener-
gies (< 60 keV) as

〈

−dE

ds

〉

≡ S(E) ≈ ǫE
ρ

ρ0

√
E , (1)

where ǫE ≈ 0.9 eV1/2/nm for protons and ǫE ≈
0.45 eV1/2/nm for antiprotons, ρ is the mass density, and
ρ0 = 2.21 g/cm2 is the nominal density for carbon.
Consistent with the fluctuation-dissipation theorems,

the average stopping force is also associated with fluctu-
ations in energy loss over a given distance characterized
by a variance Ω2, which has two primary contributions
adding in quadrature: from the stochastic nature of bi-
nary collisions, and from any surface roughness or den-
sity inhomogeneities in the actual target foil. The former
contribution is often modeled using the well-known Bohr
straggling value [21]:

Ω2

b = 4πZ2

pZ
2

t e
4nt ∆s , (2)

where Zpe is the charge of the incoming particles, Zt is
the atomic number of the target species, nT is the number
density of the target material, and ∆s is the path length
through the target foil. However, straggling is also sub-
ject to a Barkas effect [22], with straggling of low-energy
antiprotons typically reduced by up to a factor of two
compared to protons at the same energy and in the same
material. At low velocities, straggling is reduced from the
Bohr values in a way which is not fully understood: an
electron gas model implies Ω ∝ β2 (where β = |v|/c is
the normalized particle speed), while a binary collision
model [18] predicts Ω ∝ β6/5. Recent observations [22]
are in reasonable agreement with the latter, with a least-
squares fit across several materials yielding an estimate
of Ω ∝ β0.9±0.2.
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FIG. 3. Measured straggling normalized to Bohr straggling
values for protons (open symbols) and antiprotons (closed
symbols) in solid aluminum foils, reproduced from [22]. The
solid line shows the predictions for antiprotons of a binary
collision theory for a perfect foil, while the dashed line shows
predictions based on a realistic level of foil inhomogeneities.
The Barkas effect is apparent.

The inhomogeneous contributions can be expressed ap-
proximately in terms of the stopping power and thickness
or density variations:

Ω2

inh ≈
〈

dE

dz

〉2

(∆s)2
[ 〈δz2〉
∆s

2
+

〈δρ2〉
ρ2

]

, (3)

where ∆s is the nominal thickness of a target foil, δz is
deviation in thickness, or measure of surface roughness,
and δρ = ρ − 〈ρ〉 the local deviation in density. This
contribution also leads to an approximately linear depen-
dence of Ω on β at low velocities.
Based on data for low-energy antiprotons in thin alu-

minum foils [22], reproduced in Figure 3, we adopt an
estimate for Ω that is linear in particle velocity (so that
Ω2 is proportional to kinetic energy), specifically

dΩ2

ds
≈ ζE

ρ

ρ0
E , (4)

where ζE ≈ 0.17 eV/nm for protons, and ζE ≈
0.05 eV/nm for antiprotons. The Bohr straggling value
corresponds in this case to 1.7 × 104 eV2/nm, which for
protons matches the above expression at E = 100 keV.

Multiple scattering can be characterized by a differen-
tial cross section, or more simply for small-angle scatter-
ing, by the induced variance σ2

θ in a single-plane diver-
gence angle [23]. This variance will grow with the atomic
numbers of the foil material or the incident particle, and
with the foil thickness and number density, such that at
low energies

σ2

θ ∝ Zt(Zt + 1)Z6

p nt β
−4∆s , (5)

plus some logarithmic corrections.

FIG. 4. Angular spread half-width due to multiple scattering
(vertical axis) versus reciprocal incident energy in inverse keV
(horizontal axis) for a variety of positive ions passing through
carbon foils, reproduced from [24]. Linear least-squares fits are
indicated. The bottom curve corresponds to protons (H+),
and was used to estimate a value of κθ ≈ 0.11 .

As a simple approximation describing the angular dif-
fusion assuming small angles, an expression is commonly-
adopted based on a numerical fit to the Molière distribu-
tion, but with logarithmic corrections dropped:

d σ2

θ

ds
≈ κθ µθ

ρ

ρ0
E−2 , (6)

where µθ ≈ 2.3× 105 rad2eV2/nm for protons in carbon.
We have included an additional dimensionless “fudge fac-
tor” κθ for several reasons. While data [24] for multiple
scattering of low-energy protons in carbon foils corrobo-
rate the energy dependence, the regime of interest here
— particularly the thinness of the foils, low velocities and
large relative energy loss — do not match the usual ap-
plication of this formula, and the extent of the Barkas
effect is uncertain as well. We have considered values for
κθ in the range 0.1 < κθ ≤ 1.0 for protons, and half those
values for antiprotons, but hold out some hope that the
actual value may be towards the low end of this region.
Note that in the plot reproduced in Figure 4, the ordi-
nates are proportional to the standard deviation σθ, not
the variance σ2

θ , while the abscissa represents reciprocal
kinetic energy (E−1), so the linear behavior seen therein
is consistent with our assumed E−2 energy for the growth
of σ2

θ .
Because of the purely longitudinal re-acceleration, fric-

tional cooling also tends to damp angular deviations,
countering multiple scattering. For small angles the an-
gular compression within the electrostatic gradient is ap-
proximately

1

θ2
d θ2

ds
≈ − eEz

E(z)
, (7)

where Ez is the magnitude of the longitudinal electric field
in the gap. For a particle to reach an equilibrium energy,
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this electric field must balance the energy loss at that
energy. Since the angular scattering scales quadratically
with Zt, but the damping effect is proportional to the
equilibrium energy loss which scales only linearly with
Zt, we are led to the use of low-Zt materials.

Annihilations are not expected to be significant, except
for those particles that are essentially already stopped in
the foils. Theoretical estimates [25, 26] predict the annihi-
lation cross-section to scale as 1/β2; For ∼ 1 keV antipro-
ton, the mean free path before annihilation corresponds
to ∼ 100 carbon foils, each of ∼ 100 nm thickness. So
we anticipate that direct annihilation losses will be small
even for low-energy particles while traveling through the
complete cooling section

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Transverse angles couple to the energy loss of particles
through angle-dependent path length differences, with

ds = dz/ cos
(

θ(z)
)

≈ dz
(

1 + 1

2
θ(z)2 + · · ·

)

, (8)

where θ(z) is the divergence angle of the particle tra-
jectory at a longitudinal position z, and small angular
deviations have been presumed. This suggests that with
increasing angle, the equilibrium energy will have to de-
crease in order to accommodate the larger path length,
just as thicker foils would cause a decrease in energy. This
will also cause a correlation between energy and angle to
develop.
Using the simple parameterized estimates for slow-

ing, straggling, scattering, and energy/angle coupling de-
scribed above, we can develop a simple expression pre-
dicting the equilibrium distributions of the low-energy
antiprotons. Scattering angles are assumed small, and
energy and angle fluctuations are assumed to be Gaus-
sian. Interactions with matter and reaccelerating forces
are treated as continuous, rather than lumped and alter-
nating between foils and accelerating fields.
For a given equilibrium energy Ē, we can estimate the

equilibrium RMS energy spread σE to which the low-
energy portion of the distribution function relaxes by
finding the steady-state energy variance:

dσ2

E

dz
≈ −2σ2

E

dS
dE

+
dΩ2

ds
+

1

8

(〈

θ2x + θ2y
〉)2 S2

dS/dE = 0 ,

(9)
in which first term represents the energy “squeezing” ef-
fects of the positive slope in stopping power, the second
term represents the diffusive effects of energy straggling,
and the last term roughly captures the effect of the angu-
lar spread in the beam due to correlations between angle
and energy. The competition between multiple scattering
and damping of angles should yield an equilibrium angu-
lar spread σ2

θx = σ2

θy ≈ (dσ2

θ/ds)Ē/S. In the low energy

limit where S ∝ E1/2, and when the angles are ≪ 1, this
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FIG. 5. Kinetic energy histogram for a broad energy distribu-
tion of antiprotons after a frictional cooling section with 150
carbon foils each 20 nm thick and a total potential of 109 kV.
A value of κθ = 0.05 was used. The equilibrium energy is
about 5 keV, with an RMS energy spread of about 0.6 keV
and < 2% overall losses. For comparison we also show (solid
line) the Gaussian fit based on a continuous medium analysis.

can be rewritten as

dσ2

E

dz
≈ −σ2

E

S
E

+
dΩ2

ds
+

(

dσ2

θ

ds

)2
Ē3

S = 0 . (10)

The equilibrium value for the energy spread is given
by:

σ2

E ≈ Ē

S
dΩ2

ds
+

Ē4

S2

(

dσ2

θ

ds

)2

, (11)

where all energy-dependent quantities are to be evalu-
ated at the equilibrium energy Ē. When the estimated
spread in angles approaches a radian, this expression sig-
nificantly over-estimates the energy spread contribution
from multiple scattering.
A comparison between the predictions of this theory

and Monte Carlo simulations as described below is shown
in Figure 5 for the case of κθ = 0.05. Here, the beam is
assume to start with a uniform energy distribution be-
tween 0 and 50 keV, and settings are adjusted so that,
in equilibrium, antiprotons enter each foil at 5.7 keV and
exit at 5.0 keV. There are 150 foils, each 20 nm thick.
The angular spread in this case satisfies σθx ≃ 0.27 ra-
dian, and the energy spread is 578 eV. The analytic val-
ues as defined above are 0.25 radian and 574 eV. Inserting
numbers, we observe that for equilibrium energies below
∼ 10 keV and for κθ > 0.1, multiple scattering effects
are more important than straggling in determining the
achievable energy spread. When multiple scatter or par-
ticle losses dominate the dynamics, the distribution be-
comes lopsided with a tail at low energies as the particles
at high angles drop in energy. As an example, if the
physics of straggling is neglected in the above simulation,
the distribution becomes that of Figure 6. The simulated
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FIG. 6. Kinetic energy histogram for the same case as Figure 5
but with energy straggling neglected. The equilibrium energy
is about 5 keV, with an RMS energy spread of about 0.4 keV
and < 2% overall losses. For comparison we also show (solid
line) the Gaussian fit based on a continuous medium analysis.

and analytic energy spreads in this case are 396 eV and
426 eV, respectively. Note that energy straggling does not
have to be more important than multiple scatter in de-
termining the equilibrium energy spread in order to cause
the energy distribution to become approximately Gaus-
sian. Alternatively, if not enough foils are used to reach
equilibrium, or if the initial beam extends to very high
energies, there will be an extended tail at high energies.

V. DECELERATION SCHEMES

In order to further increase the proportion of trappable
antiprotons, between the AD and the frictional cooling
section, we consider various ideas for deceleration, in-
cluding the ELENA proposal, an induction linac, and a
radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) system, and compare
them to the use of only a foil. Every scheme, including
ELENA, will also require some degrading foil after decel-
eration to further reduce energy before trapping. Note
that the optimal choice for a degrading foil immediately
preceding a trap may be different from that of a foil fol-
lowed by a frictional cooling section. These deceleration
options are fairly conventional and well studied. Thick
foils used for deceleration are modeled using the similar
physics as for frictional cooling, except that much higher
energies must be included.
The AD [27] delivers about 2 · 107 antiprotons per

bunch of about 0.3 µs duration at a mean kinetic en-
ergy of 5.3 MeV every 1.8 minutes. The horizontal and
vertical (87%) emittances are about 1π mmmrad and
2π mmmrad, respectively, and the momentum spread af-
ter cooling and re-bunching is about 0.1%, correspond-
ing to an RMS kinetic energy spread of about 10.6 keV.
Through electron cooling, ELENA can decelerate this
beam to 100 keV with very small energy spread and low

divergence. After the degrader, almost all of the beam
lies within the energy acceptance of a typical trap. An
induction linac can achieve a gradient of about 1 MeV/m
for a long pulse, which can be increased somewhat if the
pulse duration can be shortened from the nominal AD
pulse length. The resulting energy spread is expected to
be on the order of 25 keV at 50 keV energy. An RFQ can
also slow the beam to ∼ 50 keV, with an even smaller en-
ergy spread. Note that one current experiment at CERN,
ASACUSA, does employ an RFQ quadrupole system to
decelerate bunches from the AD down to about 15 keV.
But following a decelerator with active cooling can greatly
enhance the number of low-energy antiprotons.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In Monte Carlo simulations, we combined simple scal-
ing laws for straggling and multiple scattering with in-
terpolations based on tables of energy loss obtained
from the txphysics software package [28], which uses
srim [29, 30] data. This is both to avoid any errors from
over-simplifications in the above model used for our equi-
librium estimate, and to be able to use a single calculation
method for a range of kinetic energies from several MeV
down to a fraction of a keV (which covers a wide range of
different physical effects). Antiprotons are not included
in these tables, and so the Barkas effect is separately es-
timated for the range of energies considered here. An-
nihilation effects for antiprotons were not included but
are expected to be very small until the antiprotons are
essentially stopped. The energy loss data is broadly con-
sistent with Eq. 1, but the exponent for the energy de-
pendence is closer to 0.4 for the energy range of interest,
rather than 0.5. In addition, a slightly more complicated
form of straggling is considered than in Eq. 4, namely
dΩ2/dz = 0.34 (eV/nm)E/(E + 50 keV), which joins a
linear slope at low energy to Bohr straggling at high en-
ergy. Straggling turns out to have a small effect on the
frictional cooling section, although it is important for the
degrading foil which slows the high-energy beam and thus
affects the input into the frictional cooling stage. Both
the degrader and frictional cooling foils are modeled with
the same physics. Enhanced straggling due to surface
roughness of the foils has not been modeled.
Following published experimental data, our nominal

model for multiple scatter of low-energy protons has the
form

∆θ =
4.5MeV

βcp
Zp

(

x

x0

)1/2

≈
(

0.11µθ
ρ

ρ0
∆z [nm]

)1/2
1

E [eV]
,

(12)

where the second form applies in the limit of low kinetic
energy and corresponds to the choice κθ = 0.11. Here
x is the mass-weighted thickness of the foil expressed in
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TABLE I. Numerical results of antiprotons cooling using different configurations and for different assumed values for multiple
scattering strengths. The AD, induction linac, and RFQ schemes follow the indicated system with a degrading foil and possibly
a frictional cooling section; the ELENA scheme is followed by a degrading foil only.

Scheme Initial E Initial σE κθ Voltage # of cooling foils % accepted

AD 5 MeV 10 keV 0.05 0 0 1.2
0.10 0 0 1.1
0.05 110 kV 35 13
0.10 122 kV 35 10
0.20 139 kV 35 7.2
0.40 152 kV 35 4.4

Induction 50 keV 25 keV 0.05 0 0 15
Linac 0.10 0 0 15

0.05 34 kV 12 57
0.10 50 kV 15 55
0.20 54 kV 15 41
0.40 50 kV 15 25

RFQ 50 keV 10 keV 0.05 0 0 37
0.10 0 0 35
0.05 34 kV 12 90
0.10 50 kV 15 85
0.20 54 kV 15 65
0.40 60 kV 15 40

ELENA 100 keV 0.1 keV 0.05 0 0 91
0.10 0 0 85
0.20 0 0 73
0.40 0 0 59

terms of g/cm2, and x0 is the radiation length in the
same units, about 43 g/cm2 for graphite. This is based
on observations of the FWHM scattering angle passing
through graphite foils of order 10 nm thickness, for pro-
tons at a several keV kinetic energy. However, this for-
mula relies on the approximation whereby angles gener-
ated through multiple foils add in quadrature. We note
that a commonly-used formula [31],

∆θ =
13.6MeV

βcp
Zp

(

x

x0

)1/2 (

1 + 0.038 ln
x

x0

)

, (13)

yields a scattering angle that is very close to the earlier
expression for a 10 nm foil when x/x0 ≈ 5 · 10−8, yield-
ing 4.9 MeV rather than 4.5 MeV for the pre-factor in
Eq. (12) when the average logarithmic dependence is ab-
sorbed into the coefficient, raising the effective κθ to 0.13.
Because the scattering profile is highly non-Gaussian in
the tails of the distribution, there is some mismatch be-
tween a FWHM calculation and fit to a larger fraction of
the beam. In addition the standard formula may not be
suitable for the case when β ≪ α. These estimates need
further experimental testing, especially against a config-
uration where a low-velocity proton or antiproton passes
through many thin foils with re-acceleration in between.
Antiprotons were assumed throughout to have energy

loss, straggling, and multiple scattering (represented by
S(E), ζE , and κθ) all reduced by a factor of 2 compared
to protons. The primary consequence of this Barkas effect
is that foil thicknesses must be doubled for an antiproton

cooling section as compared to a cooling section for pro-
tons, but the resulting performance will then be nearly
identical. The exact details of how much multiple scat-
tering, in particular, actualy differs between protons and
antiprotons at low energies will have a substantial impact
on performance and required voltage. For antiprotons,
the values of κθ examined here ranged from 0.05 to 0.4.

For these simulations, the distribution of scattering
angles was approximated as Gaussian, which forces the
model to have the general form of Eq. (13) rather than
Eq. (12). Comparing the two expressions requires care-
ful consideration of the effective foil thickness, which is
complex in the case of multiple foils alternating with
reacceleration. If, in Eq. (13), we choose a thickness of
∼ 200 nm, where the accumulated energy loss is a sig-
nificant fraction of the nominal energy, that is equivalent
to replacing the leading coefficient (4.5 MeV) in Eq. (12)
with 6.1 MeV, and setting κθ = 0.2 for protons. A conser-
vative value for antiprotons might then be κθ = 0.1. As
the angular scattering rate is increased, roughly similar
trapping efficiencies can be achieved, but requiring more
foils and increased total applied voltage across those foils.
At the high end of values for scattering considered here,
performance begins to degrade more significantly.

For most of the examples presented, two distinct con-
figurations were considered, each separately optimized to
maximize the number of antiprotons with longitudinal
energy below a nominally-trappable threshold of 3 keV:
one where the beam passes through a single degrader to
slow the beam, and a second case where a thinner de-
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FIG. 7. Antiproton spectrum for κθ = 0.1 with or without frictional cooling, from the various configurations: a) antiprotons
straight from the AD, or further deceleration from b) induction linac, c) RFQ, or d) ELENA.

grader is used followed by multiple stages of frictional
cooling. The exceptions are for the current AD param-
eters, where the assumed degrader is the same thickness
in either case, and for ELENA parameters, where even
without frictional cooling almost all antiprotons can be
slowed to below the 3 keV limit without being stopped.
The energy spread for ELENA is sufficiently low that the
degrader foil could be replaced by purely electric deceler-
ation for full longitudinal capture.
The geometry of the slowing/cooling section consists

of a degrading foil to slow the incident beam, followed by
multiple foils with a thickness of 100 nm (50 nm for pro-
tons), separated by 4 mm gaps with a voltage per gap in
the range of 3–5 keV. The final foil can be made thicker
to further slow the cooled antiprotons to below 3 keV
longitudinal energy. To reduce the required voltage and
number of foils, the frictional cooling stage is sufficiently
short and the voltage sufficiently low that the beam dis-
tribution has not equilibrated, and in fact the equilibrium
energy would be near or below 3 keV. From the contri-
bution to energy straggling of foil inhomogeneities as in
Eq. (3), it is apparent that if the relative transverse inho-
mogeneities in each foil is above (ζE/∆s)1/2/ǫE ≃ 5%,
the effect of inhomogeneities alone rises above the as-
sumed level of energy fluctuations. This corresponds to

an effective roughness of < 5 nm for a 100-nm foil. Inho-
mogeneities above this level would then act as an increase
in straggling. In Ref. [22], fits to the data for aluminum
and gold foils yield an effective thickness variation of 6 nm
and 8 nm, respectively.
As seen in Table I, the RFQ plus frictional cooling con-

figuration can yield similar output to ELENA followed
by a degrading foil, over a range of values of the scat-
tering rate. At increasing values of κθ, both more foils
and higher voltage between foil are needed, requiring sig-
nificantly more total voltage drop. The kinetic energy
spectrum of different configurations assuming antiprotons
scatter according to κθ = 0.10 is shown in Fig. 7. The
scaling of some scenarios with scattering level is shown
in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. The frictional cooling parameters
have been re-adjusted for each value of κθ. These spec-
tra are given in units of percentage of the original beam
population per keV, as a function of per-particle kinetic
energy. Note that the spectrum is given in terms of to-
tal kinetic energy per particle, while the acceptance cri-
terion is ultimately based on longitudinal kinetic energy.
More quantitative estimation of the performance requires
knowledge of the transverse acceptance of the antiproton
trapping and cooling. This requires detailed modelling of
the trapping system, the magnetic fields, and the antipro-
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FIG. 8. Antiproton spectrum from the AD followed by de-
grader foil and frictional cooling section for various values of
κθ.
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FIG. 9. Antiproton spectrum from RFQ followed by degrader
foil and frictional cooling section for various values of κθ.

ton cooling process. However, the transverse phase space
profile of the beam after a frictional cooling stage should
be comparable to or smaller than the profile after a single
degrader foil, so estimates of relative performance gains
should be fairly close. The improved transverse bright-
ness resulting from ELENA may yield further gains that
are not identified by the present study.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary theory and simulations suggest that as
long as the multiple scattering cross section is sufficiently
small, a simple frictional scheme applied to antiproton
bunches delivered by the AD cooling can significantly en-
hance the numbers of trappable particles with few-keV
kinetic energies, perhaps by an order of magnitude. At
the expense of greater complexity, cost, and real estate,
trapping should be enhanced considerably more by sup-
plementing the degrading foil for the initial slowing of
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FIG. 10. Antiproton spectrum from ELENA followed by de-
grader foil for various values of κθ.

the antiprotons out of the AD with other methods such
as an induction linac or RFQ, assuming that a beam with
large divergence angles can be transported effectively to
the trap.
When optimized for energy manipulation, frictional

cooling can reduce down to few keV-levels both the mean
energy and energy spread of a sub-population of the beam
that is incident at sufficiently low energy (below several
hundred keV if sufficient voltage is applied). It is impor-
tant to note that the RMS angular divergence may be
increased significantly, the spot size moderately, and the
bunch length somewhat, and the higher-energy portion of
the beam will not be cooled. Both the theory and simu-
lations are based on a number of simplifying assumptions
that should be replaced by a more complete treatment,
particularly the use of small-angle expansions. Better
data on the extent of the Barkas effect for scattering in
low energy antiprotons would be particularly useful for
more accurate simulations.
The requirements for a frictional cooling section seem

technologically feasible: ≤ 50 carbon foils, each about
100 nm thick, plus or minus a few percent inhomogene-
ity, and if necessary fitting into a compact space; a total
DC voltage source of . 150 kV; and an induction linac or
RFQ unit to improve performance beyond what can be
achieved by going from the AD directly into a degrading
foil. Transverse inhomogeneities in foil thickness should
ideally be below 5 nm, which is about a factor of two less
than previous estimates for metallic foils [22]. Otherwise,
a higher effective level of energy straggling must be used
in the calculations; this is only expected to impact the
results in the case of the smallest level of multiple scat-
tering considered (κθ = 0.05). Variations of the average
thickness among the individual foils are not a concern,
as they can be corrected for by changing the voltage on
individual gaps.
In addition, because in all cases studied the equilib-

rium divergence angles become moderately large, a strong
solenoidal field may be needed, rising to ∼ 3 T, in order
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to provide transverse confinement. In many trapping ap-
plications the frictional cooling section may be able to
piggy-back on the existing solenoidal field, and if the foils
are distributed throughout the region along the beam-line
where the longitudinal field gradient is large, they will ac-
tually tend to suppress losses due to magnetic mirroring
by nullifying the related adiabatic invariant.

When using either a degrading foil or a decelerator,
multiple scattering at the lowest energies is a determinig
factor for performance. Unfortunately, the rates of mul-
tiple scattering are rather poorly known for low-energy
antiprotons in carbon or other solid materials. Obser-
vations suggest cross sections for low-energy protons are
less than the Molière prediction, and the Barkas effect
suggests antiproton scattering cross-sections should be
smaller still, but better understanding and measurement
of these cross-sections would be very useful in assessing
the achievable efficacy of frictional cooling. Annihilation
effects are expected to be small, but should perhaps be
studied further. Also because of the Barkas effect, note
that if such a scheme is to be tested using a proton beam,
one must either use thinner foils or higher voltages be-
tween foils to see equivalent results.

The ELENA deceleration and cooling ring is predicted
to be effective and robust. The performance is at least
comparable to the scheme using an RFQ-based deceler-
ator followed by frictional cooling, and will be further
enhanced through transverse cooling, the effects of which
have not been considered here. Using an induction linac
may be simpler than an RFQ, but less effective. With-
out any additional active deceleration before cooling, the
bulk of the antiproton beam cannot be trapped, but fric-

tional cooling should still improve the trappable fraction
by an order-of-magnitude or so compared to the use of a
single degrading foil only. While frictional cooling offers
a straightforward means to improving trapping efficiency,
the current rapid timetable for ELENA may remove the
incentive to pursue a frictional cooling stage at CERN.
When a degrading foils is used before the frictional

cooling section proper, its thickness should be carefully
chosen to maximize performance. In either the case of
foils or linacs or both, more complete understanding of
the phase-space acceptances of the downstream trap will
be needed to optimize performance in specific applica-
tions. In addition, while we have considered for simplicity
a repetition of identical foils and gap-voltages, tapering of
these quantities might further improve performance. Op-
timization and improved simulation of the cooling layout,
as well as more realistic modeling of the upstream degrad-
ing foil and downstream trapping dynamics, needs to be
done. More optimizations should also be considered, for
example the potential between successive foils could be
ramped to either reduce the required voltage or increase
performance.
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